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ABsaucT 
Calculated ami m e a s u r e d  v a l ~  of helicoptee rotor flapping acgles 
in fomazd flight are compared  for a model rotor in a w i n d  tunnel and 
an autoein, in a i d -  mat. he lateral f lapplq angles can be 
ac-tely predicted when a calculation of the nonuaifam wake-iaducad 
velocity is used. A t  low advaace.ratioS, it I s  also necessary to use 
a free wake genaetry calculation. For the cases considered, the t i p  
vertices In the rotor wake remain very close to the tip-path plane, so 
the calculatec! values of the flapping motion are sensitive to the f ine  
detai ls  of the wake structure. specifically ths iriscous core radius of the 
t i p  vortices. 
Wead of Rotorcraft Research Section. Large Scale Aerodynamics Branch 
INE(OXUCTI0N 
The blades of an ar t iculated hellcoptar rotor have a hinge a t  the 
blade mot that allows out-of-plans motion called flapping. In forward 
flight a once-per-revolution motion of the blade about the f l a p  hinge &s 
pmduced, that correspoads to l o a g i t d i n a l  and lam tilt of the  rotor 
t i p p a t h  plane re la t ive  to the shaft. Such motion occuts with hingeless 
and bearingless helicopter rotor deigns as well, due to blade bending a t  
the root  rather than mtation about a f l a p  
of helicopter mtar behavior assume that the induced velocity dis t r tbut ion 
is constant over the rotor disk. 
distribution is highly mnuaifonn, and the rotor blade 'lapping motion 
is quite sensit ive to the inflow distribution. Consider a longitudinal 
mieat of the induced velocity, increasing from the leading edge to the 
trail- edge of the rotor disk. The blade l i f t  pmduced 'by such a 
dis t r ibut ion w i l l  be graater on the front  of the disk than on the rear, 
so the rotor will be subjected to a loagltudinal aerodynamic moment. 
A n  articulated rotoi- re6ponds to this moment like a gyro, so tha tip-path 
plane tilts la t eml ly ,  tormrd the advanclng side. Similarly a lateral 
inflow variation w i l l  produce a roll moment on the mtor, and hence a 
longitudinal t i p p a t h  plane tilt. Y i t h  a hiageless rotor, the magcltude 
of the flapping response to nonuniform in f low is not greatly affected, 
but  the phase of the response can be s ignif icant ly  decreased, so that a 
longitudinal inflow variatlon can produce longitudinal flappiag as well 
as lateral flapping. 
distribution, it is diff icul t  to calculate rotor blade flapping la fomsrd 
T h  s i ap le s t  -lyses 
In f ac t  however, the induced velocity 
Because of this sens i t iv i ty  ta the lnduced velocity 
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flight, An accurate Calculation of flapping i s  needed In o d e r  to m c t  
loagitudinal and lateral cxJlic control positions, particularly for new 
helicopter designs. Noreover, since the blade f l ap  motion represents 
the integrated effect of tha i /mv aerodynamic environment of the rotor, 
difficulties in calculatil3g it have ssriows implications reganling the 
predictive capability of rotor asradyaaric analyses in general. 
In  1934, Uheatley' extemled the theory of Clauert a d  Lock for the 
calculatian of helicopter rotor forces and blade motion i n  fonrard tligfrt. 
He evaluated the accuracy of the theory by maparing with flight test 
results for  a Pi tcairn autoqiro in a @+de. The rotor aagle-of-attack, 
rotational speed, thrust coefficient, and longitudinal flapp- angle 
H- predicted w i t h  good accuracy, up to an advance r a t i o  of a b u t  0.4 or 
0.5. The prediction of the lateral flapping angle was consistently low 
however. Uheatley identified the use of W o n  i n f l o w  as the most critical 
assumption of the aaalysis. 
to mnuniform inflow was demonstrated by using an induced velocity dis t r ibut ion 
t h a t  varied l inear ly  from the leading edge to the t r a i l i ng  edge of the 
rotor disk. With such a longitudinal inflow variation, the prediction of 
the lateral flapping was improved, b u t  was still signif icant ly  low ( f o r  
an amplitude of the variation equal to 5C$ of the mean value). Wheatley 
concluded that the rotor  blade f l a p  motion can not be rigorously calculatd. 
without an accurats determination of the wake-induced inflow velocit ies.  
Ths sens i t iv i ty  of the lateral flapping calculation 
In  
mtcr, to 
1972, *Harris* conducted a w i n d  tunnel test of a model helicopter 
examine the in€luence of advance ratio, thrust ,  and shaft 
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angle-of-attack on the rotor flappine angles. He found a large discrepancy 
between the m e a s u r e d  latenrl flapping and the values calculated using 
Unifom inflow. Longitudinal flapping wa8 estimated f a i r l y  w e l l  using 
uniform in f low,  as were the treads with thrust  and shaft angle. By using 
a nonuniform induced velocity calculation basad on undistorted wake geometry, 
the prediction of lateral f l a p p a  was improved, but the measwd  resu l t s  
were still significantly underesthated a t  low advance ratio. Harris 
suggested that the prirnarg source of the rearaining discrepancy was the 
use of unc\is*arted wake geometry. 
The conclusions of Wheatley and Harris have remained conjectuml. 
It is the purpose of this paper t o  examine the influence of mnunifonn 
inflow and wake geometry on the calculation of helicopter rotor lateral 
flapping angles. The intent  a lso is to establish the adequacy of the 
wake model i n  a helicopter rotor analysis. to the exter 
inferred by comparisons u i t h  measurements of blade flapping motion. 
that may be 
ANALYTICAL 
The rotor flapping motion w a s  calculated using the helicopter analysis 
described i n  reference 3. The wake analysis was based on a discrete element 
representation of the vort ic i ty ,  with models f o r  the wake rol lup and 
distortedwakegeometry. The f ree  wake geometry w a s  calculated using the 
analysis of reference 4. The blade aerodynamic loading was calculated 
using l i f t i n g  l im  theory, with corrections f o r  three-dimensional effects  
at the t l g  an& a t  bla~e-vortex interactions. The mtor blade f l a p  motion 
was calculated by means of a hannonic ana3ysis me+Yhod. Rigid body f l a p  
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motion was the only degree of freedom amsidered. Four harmonics of the 
blade motion were calculated, using an asinuthal increment of 15'. 
Xncluding blade lag motion, bending motion, or up to 10 harmonics in the 
calculation had l i t t l e  effect on the Uppath plane tilt. Ths effects of . 
the blade torsion m6tion are discussed later in the -per. 
motion re la t ive  to the shaft may be written as a Fourier series8 
The flap 
@ = + (31ccos* + &Piny) + higher hannonics 
Here file is the longitudinal tilt aagle of the t i p p a t h  Flane relat ive 
to the shaft, positive f o r  forward tilt: ;Als I s  the lateral angle, positive 
f o r  tilt t o w a r d  the retreating side of the disk; and 
azimuth angle, measured from downstreem. 
both hC and 
7 
is the blade 
If there I s  110 cycl ic  pitch, 
Pls w i l l  be negative i n  fonrard f l ight .  
The induced velocity, circulation, and l i f t  were evaluated a t  
15 stat ions along the blade, concentrated toward the t ip .  TzIe tralled 
.vor t ic i ty  i n  the wake d i rec t ly  behind the blade was represen- by discrete 
vortex lines positioned midway between the points a t  which the circulation 
w a s  calculated. 
difference between the  bound circulation a t  successive radial stations.  
This part of the model I s  a common numerical implementation of l i f t i n g  
l i ne  theory. 
of the vort ic i ty  Into a concentrated t i p  vortex, because the blade 
encounters the wake from the preceding blades as it rotates.  Therefore, 
a f t e r  an azimuthal extent of 30' i n  this case, the trailed vor t ic i ty  w a s  
concentrated into a single  t i p  vortex l ine,  with strength equal to the 
maximum bound circulation of the blade, 
The strength of each trailed l i n e  w a s  defined by the 
For the rotary w i n g  It is necessary a l so  to model the ro l lup  
For conservation of vort ic i ty ,  
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there m u s t  be an inboard sheet of trailed vor t ic i ty  with equal total 
strength and opposite sign as the t i p  vortex. TLUS inboard sheet is much 
less Important that the t i p  vurtex, par t ly  3acause the vor t ic i ty  is not as 
concentrated and par t ly  because it tends to be convected dowauard faster 
than the t i p  vortex. 
reasonably represented by a single vortex l i ne ,  with a large core radius 
(about 45% of +he ro to r  radius i n  this case) t o  avoid unrea l i s t ica l ly  large 
induced veloci t ies  when the wake passed under the following blade. 
bound circulation i n  forward fl ight varies azimuthally as w e l l  as radial ly ,  
so the shed wake m u s t  a l so  be included. The shed wake was modelled by 
r ad ia l ,  discrete vortex l i nes  (also with a larm core radius) . A similar 
wake model was used f o r  the other blades of the rotor. The detailed near 
wake model need not be used f o r  these other blades s ince it is far f r o m  
where the induced velocity I s  being calculated on the first blade. The 
curved trailed vortex elements i n  the wake are represented by a comected 
series of s t r a igh t  line segments, wi th  an aaimuthal increment of 15' i n  
this case. 
element, both trailed and shed. 
blade were modelled i n  this fashion. It  was determined that three revolutions 
were suf f ic ien t ,  except a t  the very lowest advance r a t i o  analyzed. 
Consequently the en t i r e  inboard sheet  could be 
The 
The vor t ic i ty  strength varied l inear ly  along each vortex l i n e  
Four revolutions of the wake behind each 
A dist r ibutsd vor t ic i ty  model was used f o r  the t i p  vortex core, 
i n  which one-half the vor t ic i ty  was outside the core radius (defined a t  
the S i n t  of maxhwa tangential velocity) . 
velocity induced by the vortex was tslf  that of a vortex with a l l  the vor t ic i ty  
concentrated ins ide  the core radius. 
With t h i s  model, the maximum 
An undistorted wake geometry is obtained by assuming that each 
element of vort ic i ty  i n  the wake is convected dowward a t  a rate equal ta 
the mean induced velocity over the rotor disk, a8 the blades ro ta te  and the 
helicopter flies forward. The resulting geometry consists of skewed, 
interlocking helices one hehind each blade. The self-induced distortion 
of t h e  wake is neglected In this nodel. The analysis of reference 4 w a s  used 
to calculate the distorted, free wake geometry i n  forward flidht. The 
free wake geometry uas calculated f o r  the t i p  vortices only, fo- tm 
revolutions of the wake behird each blade. Only two i terat ions within 
the free wake geometry calculation were necessary. 
The analysis progressed in three stages. I n  the f i rs t  stage, the 
Next the blade motion and loading were calculated using uniform inflow. 
wake influence coefficients were calculated with an  undistorted wake geometry, 
and the motion and loading obtained us- nonuniform inflow. Finally, 
the f’ree wake geometry was calculated, the Influence coefficients were 
re-evaluated, and the blade motion and loading again obtained using nonuniform 
inflow. It was determined that omitting any of these three stages gave 
unconverged results, b u t  it was not necessary to repat any stage before 
going on t o  the next. Within each stage, there was an i t e ra t ion  so that 
the calculated induced velocity and bound circulation were mnsistent.  
Also within each stage, there was an i te ra t ion  on the collective pitch, 
i n  order to  trim the rotor thrust to a juescribed value, 
WMPARISGN WITH WIND TUNNEL DATA 
Harris measured the flapping angles of a model rotor i n  a w i n d  tunnel. 
The principal parameters defining the rotor and operating conditions a re  
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Table 1. Rotor €brameters and Operating Conditions 
Model Rctor Autogiro Rotor 
Number of blades 4 
Solidity,  r o.om1 
Lock number 5.80 
Flap hinge o f f se t ,  e/R 0.0229 
Longitudinal cycl ic  0.n0 
Lateral cyclic 0" 
%Is t -9.14' 
R a d i u s ,  R 0.832 m 6.86 m 
4 
0 1037 
49 1 
0.0125 
3 .O 
O0 
O0 
Tip speed, RR 
Nominal CI/P 
Airfoil 
Source of data 
137. miuec 102, q s e c  
0.080 0.064 
V23010-1.58 Gottlngen 429 
Reference 2 Reference 1 
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given i n  table 1. Complete d e t a i l s  of the rotor  and test data may be found 
i n  reference 2. 
The w i n d  tunnel had partly s lot ted walls, designed to produce no angle-of- 
attack change due t0 wall constraints, and the rotor diameter wc: c.:ly 
27$'0 of the tunnel width. 
ra t ios  below 0.w. 
Aa accuracy of h0.25° 1s given f o r  the flapping measwements. 
Flow breakdown w a s  estimated t0 occur st advance 
Figure 1 compares the calculated and measured valces of the lateral 
flapping angle as a f u c t i o n  of advance ra t io ,  f o r  a thrust  coefficient 
to so l id i ty  r a t i o  of 0.08 and a t ippath plane angle-of-attack of approximately 
1' (aft t i l t ) .  For reference, a helicopter a t  a n  advance r a t i o  of 0.15 
would typically have a t i p p a t h  plane angle-of-attack of approximately 
1' forward. The lateral flapping is underpredicted when uniform inflow is 
used, and even when nonuniform inflow based on the undlstorted wake geometry 
1s used. Below an  advance r a t i o  of about 0.16, it is necessary to include 
the free wake calculation i n  order to  obtain a good estimate of the lateral 
flapping. 
flapping angle,  for which there is much less influence of the inflow model. 
Figure 2 shows the corresponding recults fo r  the longitudinal 
The free wake geometry analysis was not applicable st hover and very low 
speed, so no calculated results are shown f o r  advance ratAos below 0.04. 
It w a s  also found that the Induced posrer calculatlorr w a s  s ignificantly 
influenced by the wake model. Below an advance r a t i o  of about 0.10, the 
calculated induced power was actually less  than the ideal  momentum theory 
valus when the undistorted wake geometry was used, but was appropriately 
greater than the ideal value with the free wake geometry. For advance 
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ra t ios  greater than 0.15, the calculated Lnduced power was about the saute 
f o r  the two models. 
Figure 3 shows the calculated ver t ica l  displacement of the t i p  
vortices re la t ive to the tip-path plane, for  the two wake geometry rnorlels. 
The wake geometry is shown as a funcsion of the wake age 4 ( the azimuth 
angle along the wake helix) , f o r  the rotor blade a t  four azimuth angl9S . 
The significant self-induced dis tor t ion of the f ree  wake -.metry I s  evident, 
result ing in numerous blade-vortex Interactions in which the ver t ica l  
separation is a fraction of the blade chord (which I s  7$ of the rotor radius).  
The t i p  vortices even pass above the blades I n i t i a l l y ,  a behavior that has 
been observed experimentally as w e l d  Figure 4 shows the influence of 
the wake geometry on the calculated induced velocity. The discrete t i p  
rortices of the rotor wake produce a l/rev variation of the inducer! 
ve’,sjty that comespods to a longitldlnal gradient over the rotor disk, 
and hence Increases the latelgl flapping. By moving the wake closer +: 
the t l p p a t h  plane, the induced velocity changs on the sfdes of the 3; x z  
where the blades sweep over the t i p  vortices, is greatly increased. 
Consequently the wake geometry is an important facto, i n  determining the 
l a t e r a l  flapping a t  low advance ra t io  and low tip-path plane tilt, 
In the cases considered here, the free wake geometry places the 
t i p  vortices so close to the blades that the calculated flapping is sensit ive 
to  the  value of the viscous core radius, which determines the maximum 
velocity induced by the vortex. 
1 to  4, a core radius of O.O!jR was used. No measurements of  the core 
For the calculations presented i n  figures 
radius  are available for tkk! inodel rotor being analyzed, so t h i s  value 
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w a s  chosen based on the correlation produced. Figure 5 shous the sens i t iv i ty  
of the calculated induced velocity to the t i p  vortex c o n  radius, and 
table 2 shows the corresponding calculated flapping angles. With the 
undistorted wake geometry, there is l i t t l e  influence of the core radius. 
These values of the vortex core =dim should not be interpreted too 
l i t e r a l l y  however. There are a rwnber of factors i n  addition to the 
core radius that combine to determine the magnitude'of the vortex-induced 
loading, including the t i p  vortex stength, the extent of the t i p  vortex 
rollu?, l i f t ing  surface effects  on the induced blade loading, and possibly 
even vortex bursting or vortex-induced stall oil the blade. I n  the absense 
of complete information about each of these phenomena, the vortex core 
radius is a convenient paremeter with which to account for their  cumulative 
influence on the rotor blaee loading. 
Figure 6 compares the measured and calculated values of the  lateral 
flapping aa a function of thrust ,  a t  an advance r a t i o  of 0.08 and shaft 
angle of -1.35'. The free wake geometry is required to accurately predict 
the rate of change of pis with C@-, and it  is increasingly important a t  
l l g h  thrust. Figure 7 compares the measured and calculated values of the 
lateral flapping as a function of the shaft angle-of-attack, a t  an advatce 
r a t i o  of 0.08 and a collective pitch of 1'.
In  a l l  cases, the collective pitch was adjusted to trim the calculated 
thrust  to the measured valrle. It was found that the calculated collective 
pi tch angles were consistently lower than the measured values, a common 
result i n  rotor analyses that may usually be at t r ibuted to elastic pitch 
-11- 
Table 2. Calculated Influence of vortex core radius on blade 
flapping angles ( p  = 0.1, qlP = 0.08, and 
dt*= lo) 
con radius, rc = 0.01OR -2.08 -4 17 
0.030R -2.w -3 39 
0. lorn -2.52 -2.68 
Undistorted wake geometry 
core radius, rc = 0,OlOR -2,n -1 0 6 9  
0.030R -2 073 -1 070 
0 . 05m -2.70 -1 070 
0.07% -2.66 -1.68 
0.lOoR -2.62 -1 065 
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deflection of the blade. Insufficient Lionnation was available r e ~ i a g  
the physicsl characteristics doteraining the blade tarstan dynamics (control 
system ami blade stiffness, blade iner.Lia aai cemter-of-gravity distributions,  
and the aerodynanic center distribution) to allow an exploration of this 
facet of the analyeis. 
CQFIPARfsoN UITH FLIGHT XI% 
Uheatley measured the fla- at@- of an autogiro in gliding 
flight. The rotor aad opsnrting pararetors are summariaad in table 1; 
complete details of the alrcraft and test data a m  given In referaace9 1 
and 6. An accuracy of a 0.1' is given for the flapping m e a s - e n t s .  
In the calculaWons the rotor was trimmed by setting ths shaft aagle-of- 
attack to the measured value, a d  adjusting the collective pitch t~ obtaln 
ths measured value of the rotor thrust coefficient. On an autogiro the 
rotor has a positive angle-of-attack (aft tilt of the tippath plane), 
that becomes f a i r l y  large a t  l o w  advance ratio.  
Figure 8 compares the calculated and measured values of the lateral 
flapping as a function of advance ratio. A g a i n  it Is essential to use 
aonunifonn Inflow i n  order to accurately predict the f lapplq angles, 
and below an advance r a t i o  of about 0.20 it is also necessary to use the 
free wake geometry. Figure 9 shows the corresponding resu l t s  f o r  the 
longitudinal flapping, f o r  w h i c h  the influence of the nonunifom Inflow is 
smaller but not nSgligiblS. 
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Calculatad and m e a s u r e d  values of helico- rotor fla- angles 
i n  forward fllght have been coaprrsd for a aodel rotor la a wFnd tunnel 
a& an autogiro rotor in gliding flight. It has been conflxmed that the 
discrepancy between tha experimental data and theories base on UaLfarrr 
ia%w is attributable printarily tu tha higNJ ~y)auniform velocity inluced 
at  the blades by the t i p  vortlcc8 in the rotor wake. By us- an d y s i 5  
based on a calculation of the mnunWom i n f l o w .  it uas possible to accurately 
calculate the mtor lateral flapping angles. 
also necessary to use a free wake geometry, a -at anticipated by lfarris 
although not by Yhsatley. The degme of sensitivity of an Integrated effect 
of the rotor aerodymalc amriralnrent ( t h  lam flap- angle) to the 
fine structure of tba wake is perhaps surpaislag, but plausible upon 
examination of the phemhemn. It is concluded that Ure prlncipl features 
of the rotor wake are correctly represented in the nonunifom inf low and 
fme wake geometry models utilized l a  this imrest&ptioa. To correlate 
and develop these models further will require experimental data that 
encompasses the fine detai l s  of tha rotor aerodynamics, such as measi*tslpents 
of the t i p  vortex circulation, core size, and pesk velocities, even w h e n  
the parameters of most interest are the integratsd effects such as the first 
hannonic flapphq motion. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of measured and calc-alated model 
rotor laceral flapping angles 8s a function 
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Figure 2. Comparison of measured and calculated model rotor 
longitudinal flapping angles as a function of advance 
ratio ( C # r  = 0.08 and 
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Figure 3. Calculated t i p  vortex vertical displacement 
( p  - 0.1, Cdu- - 0.08, and d ^= lo) tPP 
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Figure 4. Calculated induced velocity at  radiar station 
r/3 = 0.92 for the three wake inodels ( p  = 0.1, 
c.r/v = 0.08, and dtpp = lo) 
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Figure 5 .  Calculated Induced velocity a t  radial stat ion 
r/R 0.92 using the free wake model, as a function 
of  t i p  vortex core radius ( )A' 0.1. c p -  = 0.08, 
and 04 %lo) 
tPP - 20- 
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Figure 6. Comparison of measured and calculated model 
rotor lateral flapping angles as a function 
of thrust ( p  = 0.08 and qs = - 1.35') 
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Figure 7, Comparison of measured and calculated 
model rotor lateral flapping angles as 
a function of shaft angle ( p  = 0.08 
and = it') 
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Figure 8. Comparison of mc..sured and calculated autogiro 
rotor lateral flapping angles as a function of 
advance r a t i o  
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